Voting is a game with a no-go theorem. New proofs of Arrow's impossibility theorem are given based on quantum information theory. We show that the Arrowian dictator is equivalent to the perfect cloning circuit. We present Gedankenexperiment of voting and Bell-like inequalities of voting. We provide the thermodynamic interpretation of voting with Landauer's principle.
Some say that 'information is physical', but physics is the information. Bell-like inequalities capture the nonlocal nature of quantum theory through Bell violations. For example, in the CHSH experiment [2] , classical correlations are bounded by 2, and quantum correlations are bounded by 2 √ 2. The CHSH experiment can be transformed into a CHSH game, a measurement game where players can play better with quantum strategies [3] .
Game is a general concept and a toy model for quantum theory [4] . However, quantizing games itself is not 'interesting' enough as mixed strategies correspond to quantum superposition. Quantum game would only be interesting for physicists if there is some physical meaning for games. Nonlocal game is interesting because it is a generalized game of measurements that is a physical view on optimizations and complexity theory.
Voting is a game on the circuit and a communication complexity problem [5] . Quantum contextuality is strongly related to communication complexity [6] . Differences between classical and quantum communication scenarios are colloquially described by quantum pseudotelepathy [7] . Due to pseudo-telepathy, one can design a quantum communication scenario that no classical user can overcome, such as secured voting circuits [8] .
The existence of the dictator is the most critical factor in voting. The dictator of voting is a voter whose ballot decides the outcome regardless of others. The dictator always exists under several assumptions, according to Arrow's impossibility theorem. It is possible to prove Arrow theorem with hypercontractivity on Boolean functions as the voting is a classical circuit [9] . Recently, quantum Arrow theorem was proposed to be wrong [10] that is simply because quantum voting breaks the linear order condition:pseudo-telepathy.
In this letter, we give a physical interpretation of quantum voting, provided with a new proof of Arrow's impossibility theorem. This is possible because voting is a function on the Hilbert space. We use this definition to find a new thought experiment and Bell-like inequalities on the Hilbert space. We also give a sketch to estimate the dictator. * This letter is based on a undergraduate thesis of the author [1] † woongseon.yoo@gmail.com
Formulation of Arrow's impossibility theorem
In voting, each voter cast a ballot, preferences on alternatives, to compute an outcome according to the rule. Let I be the set of voting individuals and A be the set of alternatives. Individuals vote on linear orders on alternatives P(A) or ballots, and the total state T is a subset of P(A) I . A preference relation a 1 pa 2 is a linear order for classical voting, meaning a 1 ≥ p a 2 . Classical voting-rule is the function r : T → P(A), where r(p 1 , p 2 , ..., p |I| ) = p and p ∈ P(A). A voting circuit R is defined as R(p ini , p 1 , ..., p |I| ) = (p f in , p 1 , ..., p |I| ) where p ini is an arbitrary alternative and p f in = r(p) is the result of the voting. Now, we define conditions of Arrow's impossibility theorem [11] . Following conditions define the fairness criterion of voting. The voting-rule is called paretorial(P) if ∀a 1 , a 2 ∈ A, ∀p ∈ T , (∀i ∈ I, a 1 p i a 2 ) → a 1 r(I)a 2 , independent of irrelevant alternatives(IIA) if ∀a 1 , a 2 ∈ A, ∀p, q ∈ T , p| a1,a2 = q| a1,a2 → r(p)| a1,a2 = r(q)| a1,a2 and unrestricted domain(UD) if ∀p ∈ P({a 1 , a 2 , a 3 }) I . ∃q ∈ T . q| a1,a2,a3 = p. The voting-rule is called dictatorial if ∃i ∈ I, ∀a 1 , a 2 ∈ A.∀p ∈ T .a 1 p i a 2 → a 1 r(p)a 2 with the dictator i. Fair voting is the voting with conditions above.
Arrow's impossibility theorem. If r : UD,P,IIA and 2 < |A|, |I| < ∞ then r is dictatorial: fair voting always has the dictator.
Several variations of fair voting exist and two of them are to be discussed in following. First, there exists voting with nonlinear order, cardinal voting, that Arrow theorem does not hold. Thereby, we design a quantum cardinal voting whose restriction is classical and ordinal. Second, there exists voting with infinite voters and alternatives. Fishburn [12] showed the existence of fair and nondictatorial voting with infinite voters through hyperfilters. We apply Landauer principle to interpret infinite voting.
Quantum voting on the Hilbert space
Quantum voting is a cardinal voting on the Hilbert space with the cardinality defined as the probability of every classical ballot. Casting ballots are analogous to measuring states, hence, it is natural to correspond the voting with the Hilbert space. Quantum voting is the function on following Hilbert space.
Ballot Hilbert space. Ballot Hilbert space H B with n alternatives is a finite separable Hilbert space whose dimension is larger than the number of possible ballots, n! and a subset of the basis assigned with ballots.
Quantum voting rule is defined on the entire Hilbert space such thatr : H ⊗m → H and the corresponding quantum circuit with an ancila,R : H ⊗m+1 → H ⊗m+1 which is a unitary operator that transforms the ancila into the voting resultr(T ).
Classical voting is a restriction of quantum voting. A (sub)set of the orthogonal basis is the collection of possible ballots or linear orders on alternatives. Classical votingr c and circuitR c are defined on the finite product of orthogonal rays γ of Hilbert space,r c : γ(|p ) ⊗ → γ(|p ).
Using Ballot Hilbert space is not a unique method to represent voting. A classical ballot a 1 a 2 ...a m is composed of m 2 Boolean preference relations: a 1 pa 2 , a 1 pa 3 , ... Similarly, a quantum ballot is composed of m 2 preference relations: |a 1 a 2 ...a m = |a 1 a 2 |a 1 a 3 .... It is fruitful to study quantum voting with quantum Boolean functions but the main point of this letter use the qudit representation to claim following: the dictatorial circuit is the cloning machine.
New proof with no-cloning theorem
In this section, we show that a dictatorial circuit is a universal cloning operator. In the quantum circuit, a dictatorial circuit is defined as a circuitR |a p 1 ... |p m = |r p 1 ... |p m such that |r = p 1 up to a permutation on the set of voters. For a dictator, |r = p 1 should be satisfied regardless of other ballots p 2 ..., which is equivalent to the statement of no-cloning theorem.
No cloning theorem. There is no unitary operator U on H ⊗ H such that U |ψ |φ = e ic |ψ |ψ , where |ψ , |φ are normalized states of H, c is some real number.
Quantum monogamy is due to superpositions between orthogonal states of dimension bigger than 2 [13] . Likewise, Arrowian dictator is due to non-linear orders of alternatives larger than 2. We use this to observe that the universal cloning operator is the dictatorial circuit.
Theorem. The voting circuit with the dictator is equivalent to the cloning operator. In other words, there exists the dictator iff preference states with Arrow conditions are orthogonal on VHS.
The voting circuit with the dictator is the cloning operator. The voting circuit with the dictator is represented as R d (p ini , p dic , ...) = (p dic , p dic , ...) which is the cloning operator on VHS⊗VHS.
Let's assume that preference states are orthogonal which is the classical voting. Then, there exists the dictator by Arrow's impossibility theorem. Moreover, the voting circuit with the dictator is the cloning operator. Now, let's assume that preference states are not orthogonal which is the quantum voting. By no cloning theorem, the cloning operator does not exist, hence there is no dictator.
Another proof can be stated with the Kochen-Specker set [7, 14] . A Kochen-Specker set on the Hilbert space is a subset S of unit vectors such that there is no function r : S → {0, 1} s.t if S contains an orthonomal basis b, b r = 1. Classical voting rule with the dictatorr c is the function satisfying the property. The function r defines a dictatorial voting-ruler v for v ∈ b, r(v) = 1.
Thought experiment of voting
We derive Bell-like inequalities that distinguish quantum voting from classical voting. Bell-like inequalities distinguish quantum systems from classical systems with maximal violations which also mean that systems can be interpreted as (r, s, t) Bell scenario with r observers, s settings and t outcomes. Fair voting with m voters and n alternatives equipped with m Ballot Hilbert spaces H ⊗m B or (m, n) Arrow scenario is also a Bell scenario.
Voting is a quantum pseudo-telepathy scenario. It is impossible to evade dictatorship from classical Arrow scenario of fair voting, because voters are not allowed to communicate each other. It is possible to achieve fair voting for quantum voters, though voters are not allowed to communicate each other. As pseudo-telepathy is a feature of nonlocality, the existence of Bell-like inequalities for voting is guaranteed.
There are two types of Bell-like inequalities for voting: trivial and non trivial inequalities. Nontrivial inequalities always include the dictator and trivial inequalities are independent from the dictator. Finding trivial inequalities are equivalent to Bell inequalities of measurements and relatively easy to find.
For instance, let us assign two observers to (m, 3) Arrrow scenario: Alice for a voter's outcome and Bob for the voting outcome. One can embed 6 classically possible states into spin 1 2 variables:
By embedding ballots into measurement axis, it is possible to derive trivial inequalities of CH-type. Ballots of three alternatives are made of 3 preference relations:a 1 pa 2 , a 2 pa 3 , a 3 pa 1 .
Finding non-trivial inequalities, which include the dictator, are hard to design. Bell inequality distinguishes quantum measurements because quantum measurements can exceed the classical Bell bound. However, the dictatorship does not mean the Bell bound. In Bell scenario, some quantum measurements do not violate the classical Bell bound, whereas there is no dictatorial quantum voting. Therefore, the non-trivial Bell-like inequality should be in a combinatorial form. The non-trivial Bell-like inequality will fully answer to the question of Abramsky to relate nonlocality to IIA [11] .
Thermodynamic interpretation of dictator
No-go theorems state that classical information can be cloned and erased, whereas quantum information cannot be cloned and erased. Plenio [15] showed that the cloning quantum information violates Landauer principle.
Landauer's principle. Erasing a classical bit costs energy at least kT log2
In their arguments, a cloning quantum information leads to the increased entropy, hence one gets information lager than its source which is violation of the thermodynamic law. We apply the argument to the voting as the dictatorial circuit is the perfect cloning circuit.
Due to changes in the information degree of freedom, Landauer limit should be kT logD, instead of kT log2. In classical voting, there always exists the dictator, thereby every fair voting rule is dictatorial. Let Alice know the dictator and the ballot and let Bob guess the ballot of the dictator without any information. Naive Bob tries a priori strategy that is a series of trials-and-errors followed by erasures. Bob need to guess which voter is the dictator and the dictatorial ballot with and without remembering his own guesses.
If Bob can remember his guesses, he only needs to erase his guesses finitely. For finding the dictator, it would take kT logn!, and for finding his ballot, it would take kT log(m!)!. If Bob cannot remember his guesses, he needs to erase his guesses infinitely which is (n−1)kT logn and (m! − 1)kT logm!. Let us denote the total expected energy E as sum of expected energy for the dictator E 1 and expected energy for the ballot E 2 .
Let us consider single particle cases of voter and alternative. When there is only a voter(n = 1), the voter is the dictator by the definition, therefore no energy is required to find the dictator. Same holds for the single alternative case, as well. Zero energy of finding means Bob can always find operator with the a priori strategy. Even for the finite energy, there exist unitary circuits corresponds to such energy.
There are two infinite limits of voters and alternatives. First, if the number of voters goes to infinity, Arrow theorem does not hold [12] . According to thermodynamic interpretation of voting, E 1 goes to infinity as n goes to infinity. There is no corresponding unitary circuit corresponds to infinite energy and Arrow theorem does not hold. Second limit is the infinite alternative which is the quantum voting. There are infinite combinations of orthogonal ballots with superpositions in quantum voting.
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